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Access all UEFI-based PC or Server Data with Paragon uEFI iSCSI Target Software 

Manage, read, write, back up and restore data on new UEFI communications protocol standards-

based machines from a PC of any OS type, even if the UEFI system is damaged! 

 

IRVINE, CA, May 29, 2012 – Paragon Software Group (PSG), a leading software developer in data 

backup, disaster recovery, and data migration solutions, announces Paragon uEFI iSCSI Target – an 

application created to manage, backup and restore data on Unified Extensible Firmware Interface 

(UEFI)-based computers and servers. Paragon uEFI iSCSI Target is an essential tool for PC users 

and system administrators switching to UEFI, as well as a fundamental technology for hardware 

manufacturers bringing UEFI-supported machines to the market. 

Because of its inadequate access to memory and hardware, and restrictions on disk size, 

architecturally limited BIOS will be replaced by UEFI in the near future on all PC systems and tablet 

devices. Paragon Software brings nearly 20 years of development experience to UEFI-based PC 

systems of all types, and is among the first developers to provide a cross-firmware solution to 

consumers and hardware manufacturers alike. 

Paragon uEFI iSCSI Target is installed as a software application on any UEFI-based PC system or 

UEFI-based server. Paragon uEFI iSCSI Target grants immediate access to the UEFI-based PC or 

server data from any remote PC, regardless of its operating system, with the ability to work with data 

on UEFI-based machine as if locally connected. Paragon uEFI iSCSI Target can be used by system 

administrators working with corporate computer systems to quickly and efficiently recover backup 

files, deploy workstations, or to remotely access data on OS-damaged machines or servers.  

 

 

The installation of Paragon uEFI iSCSI Target can be performed in three easy steps: 
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1. Configure the software on your UEFI-based PC and create a recovery USB stick. 

2. Boot from Paragon uEFI iSCSI Target recovery USB stick. 

3. Connect Paragon uEFI iSCSI Target through the MS iSCSI Initiator. 

 

Availability 

Available for immediate download and licensing at http://www.paragon-

software.com/technologies/components/uefi-iscsi/  

 

 

About Paragon Software Group 

Paragon Software Group is an innovative software developer focused on two dynamic growth 

markets.  The company's comprehensive product line for the data storage market addresses the needs 

of data security, storage and management for PCs, servers and networks.  A second portfolio of 

products focuses on mobile productivity applications for handheld devices.  Founded in 1994, 

Paragon Software has offices in the USA, Germany, Japan, and Russia, delivering its solutions to 

consumers, small business and enterprise clients worldwide through a network of Value Added 

Resellers, distributors and OEMs as well as online through the company website.  Paragon Software 

provides technology to a host of world class companies and partners including Cisco, Dell, Toshiba, 

NEC, Siemens, Microsoft, Motorola, Nokia, and more.  For more information please visit the 

company website at www.paragon-software.com. 
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